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Towards Incremental Development of
Human-Agent-Robot Applications using
Mixed-Reality Testbeds
Michal Jakob, Michal Pěchouček, Michal Čáp, Peter Novák and Ondřej Vaněk

Abstract—Testing and evaluation is an essential par t of developing applications involving teams of humans, agents and
robots. In such applications, individual algor ithms cannot be
reliably tested in isolation because their per for mance depends
on complex inter actions with the environment and with other
humans, agents and robots involved. At the same time, testing
with real robots and human individuals is costly and potentially
dangerous. We therefore propose an incremental development
fr amewor k employing mixed-reality testbeds, which aims at
reducing development costs and r isks by fully or par tially
substituting par ts of the application and the sur rounding reality
with computational models. The fr amewor k par ameter izes such
mixed-reality testbeds in ter ms of their ﬁdelity and size, and
comes with guidelines for managing the two par ameter s through
a sequence of iter ations so as to maximize the effectiveness of
system development. The fr amewor k is illustr ated on an example
application in the domain of multi-UAV tr acking of mobile
tar gets.
Index Terms—Multiagent Systems, Simulation, Modeling, Autonomous vehicles, Methodology, Testing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Technological progress has now reached a point where applications involving autonomous robotic assets become reality
in numerous domains. With continual developments towards
applications involving mixed human, agent and robot teams
(termed HART applications hereafter), we witness a growing
need for efﬁcient methods and processes for developing such
applications. Due to requirements on efﬁciency, reliability
and robustness of such systems in real-world conditions,
no development methodology for HART applications can be
effective without strong support for realistic evaluation and
testing.
In contrast to standalone software systems, the operation
of HART applications depends on factors beyond the actual
software logic, in particular on the characteristics of the
hardware (sensors, actuators and communication links), the
dynamics of the environment and the behavior of the humans
involved. A reliable assessment of HART applications cannot
be obtained without a testbed that approximates these factors
with a sufﬁcient level of ﬁdelity. In general, the most reliable
assessment is obtained if the application is tested in the full
target conﬁguration, i.e., with the complete set of hardware
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assets and human individuals operating within the target physical environment. Unfortunately, such full-conﬁguration tests
are very expensive in terms of cost, time and resources, and
may carry substantial risks (consider e.g., testing a collision
avoidance functionality between UAVs). This makes fullconﬁguration testing uneconomical and impractical in early
stages of application development, when large amount of
evaluation and testing needs to be performed quickly to assess
a multitude of alternative design options.
To reduce assessment costs and risks, developers of HART
applications may employ simpliﬁed testbeds which approximate the target application setup. Environment, hardware
and/or human actors can be fully or partially substituted
with computational models, making assessment faster and
less costly, albeit at the expense of introducing potential
assessment errors. The practice of using computational models
is widespread in many areas of engineering, including the
development of robotic systems [1].
In the case of HART applications, however, determining
which parts of the application should be approximated with
computational models is difﬁcult due to a large number of
involved entities and their dependencies. In this paper, we
address this issue and lay foundations for a development
approach that allows balancing assessment cost and accuracy
throughout the system development process. We propose and
formalize the concept of incremental multi-level mixed-reality
development that allows to use mixed-reality testbeds of various size and levels of virtualization, and utilize them in a
way that maximizes the effectiveness of HART application
development.
A. Example: Multi-UAV Tracking
Consider the tasks of mobile target tracking by teams
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The objective is to
provide updates on the location and activity of a number of
ground mobile targets, where the number of entities of interest
may be much higher than the number of UAVs. The team
of UAVs should operate autonomously with only high-level
supervision by a human operator. Developing reliable control
and coordination algorithms for autonomous teams of UAVs
is a challenging problem, especially when taking into account
complex operational environments (e.g., urban area) or the
ability of targets to purposefully evade detection. Moreoever,
in scenarios such as border patrolling, the monitoring assets
may also include unattended ground sensors and on-theground human or robotic patrolling units.
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In general, there are different ways in which target deployment setup can be approximated in order to make application
tests faster and less expensive. Since our interest is in multientity systems involving a number of human actors and robotic
assets, we consider two principal dimensions in which the
approximation can proceed: (1) the level of virtualization with
which the target setup is represented, and (2) the number of
entities in the test scenarios. Other approximation dimensions
could be introduced as long as they allow trading test costs
for test accuracy.
A. Approximation Dimensions
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The level of virtualization denotes the extent to which
the target application setup is virtualized in a given testbed
configuration. That is, the extent to which parts of the setup
are substituted with synthetic computational models. At one
extreme, in the full target setup, no entities are virtualized,
i.e., only physical hardware platforms and/or human actors
are employed. Starting from the zero virtualization setup l0 ,
with the increasing virtualization, individual entities of the
application are gradually replaced with computational models.
The process of gradual virtualization gives rise to a sequence
of levels of virtualization labeled l0 , l1 , . . . , ln from the system
fully deployed in physical reality, the zero virtualization setup,
to the completely virtualized setup ln with fully synthetic
computational representation of system entities. In between
the two extremes lie mixed-reality testbeds, such as hardwarein-the-loop simulations or testbeds involving human actors
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II. M ULTI - LEVEL M IXED -R EALITY T ESTBEDS

B. Testbed Configurations and Fidelity
In order to specify the distribution of levels of virtualization
in a compact form, we define testbed configuration σ as
a vector σ = (s0 , s1 , . . . , sn ), where n is the number of
virtualization levels and si is the number of entities modeled
at the level of virtualization li . The size of the testbed configuration, P
i.e., the number of entities used, then corresponds to
n
η(σ) = i=0 si . Target configuration σT represents the target
system in full with zero virtualization. Typically σT will be
of the form σT = (k, 0, . . . , 0) for some k ≥ 0.
The space of all possible testbed configurations can be
visualized in a plane as shown in Figure 2. The horizontal
axis denotes the size of testbed configurations; the vertical
axis denotes an abstract measure representing the aggregate
level of virtualization (LoV), defined as a weighted average
of virtualization levels over all entities in the given testbed
configuration.
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Developing coordination algorithms for such mixed teams
of mobile robots, static sensors and human patrols requires an
iterative development and testing process. As part of our work
towards implementing the above outlined tracking capability
in the AGENT S COUT simulator1 [2], we have developed and
applied such a process to an extent. The experience obtained
motivated the approach introduced in this paper.
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Figure 1:
AGENT S COUT: Mobile targets tracking and
area/perimeter patrolling using unmanned aerial vehicles. Example application developed with the help of mixed-reality
testbeds.

through virtual reality. Note that within a single testbed configuration, different levels of virtualization can be assigned to
different entities. In most cases, a lower level of virtualization
facilitates a more reliable testing but is more time and resource
consuming.
The core idea underlying the development process proposed
below is to start at a relatively high level of system virtualization and then iteratively decrease the virtualization until
reaching the target deployment setup.
The other dimension along which the target application
setup can be approximated is the number of autonomous
entities with which the application is tested. Instead of having
the same full number of robots and/or humans as in the full
application, development and testing can initially be performed
using only a subset of entities. We call the number of entities
used the size of a testbed configuration.
The reduction of testbed size generally leads to cost savings, especially when physical hardware or human actors are
involved. Reducing the number of entities below a certain
threshold, however, can undermine the ability to test collective
behavior properties of the application.
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Figure 2: The space of testbed configurations arranged according to testbed size and its aggregate level of virtualization.
Recall that testbeds are used to test the performance of
the developed application. Unless the testbed corresponds
to the target configuration σT , the performance assessed on
the testbed can differ from the performance in the target
configuration. To capture this difference, we introduce the

